Chinese 102 is designed for the students who have completed Chinese 101 and will continue to develop further fundamental speaking, listening, reading and writing abilities in Mandarin Chinese. The instructor will introduce and explain new expressions and grammatical patterns. The course will cover Lesson 11 to 22 of the Kung Fu textbook.

Class times and classrooms

- Section 1: Period 2 {9:50am-11:10am} MWTh Murray 115
- Section 2: Period 4 {1:10pm-2:30pm} MWTh Scott 120

Instructor

Zhū, Līhuī (朱老师, Zhū Lǎoshī)

- Office: Scott Hall 335 ** Office Hours: MW&Th 11:30-12:30 or by appointment
- Email: lihuizhu@alc.rutgers.edu

Course Objectives

At the end of the course students will be able to perform in all four skills — speaking, listening, reading and writing — at a basic level of proficiency. More precisely, students will be able to:

- Continue to practice speaking and reading with standard Chinese pronunciation.
- Read and write 300 more Chinese characters.
- Ask and tell directions.
- Express experiences, results, durations, purposes, frequencies, and possibilities of actions.
- Express actions that are impending and are in progress.
- Compare people and things.
- Express unplanned, unexpected, unpleasant events.
- Describe things and people that are changed in status/state by actions.

Textbook & Helpful Websites


3. "Pleco" is an app that has a useful Chinese dictionary. Use it to look up and learn new vocabulary.

4. “Quizlet” website: [https://quizlet.com/lihuizhu](https://quizlet.com/lihuizhu) [use it everyday]

5. Chinese Stroke Order App (search for one you like)
COURSE WORK

The course work will include regular classwork, homework assignments, quizzes, two unit tests, two oral projects, and a final exam.

You should use Quizlet to study the vocabulary ahead of time in preparation for class. A Quizlet quiz on new vocabulary will be given on the day we start the chapter.

The audio listening assignments are given inside brackets "[ ]" in the syllabus. You are REQUIRED to work frequently with the audio of the lessons that are available for KF Lesson 11 to Lesson 22 on Sakai.

There will be two oral projects, one during the 7th week and one at the end of the semester. For the first oral project you will give a short speech. In the second oral project you will work with your classmates to do a group project at the end of the semester. The topic and all requirements will be announced later.

NOTE: You are responsible to print out the homework sheets from the Sakai site. Hánzi practice sheets will be collected every Wednesday. Grammar practice sheets will be collected every Monday. The Student Exercise Manual is the workbook for more practice for you.

Please also print out these materials, as they will be needed for your assignments. They can be found in the Resources section of the course Sakai site:

1. Character Practice Sheets for Kung Fu Lesson 11 to 22
2. Character Reference Sheets for Kung Fu Lessons 11 to 22
3. Grammar Practice Sheets for Kung Fu Lesson 11 to 22
4. Vocabulary and Grammar Notes for Kung Fu Lesson 11 to 22

COURSE GROUND RULES

1. Make-ups for missed tests and exams will only be given for legitimate absences that are reported at the Rutgers absence reporting site: https://sims.rutgers.edu/ssra/. If you are ill (and present a note from your doctor) or observing a religious holiday, you will be allowed to makeup the one you missed.

2. Course Attendance: You are required to attend every class. Your final grade will be reduced by one percentage point for each unexcused absence.

Three tardies of 15 minutes or less will count as one absence, later than 15 minutes will count as absent.

3. All homework assignments should be finished and handed in before class begins on the due day. Late assignments will be given 80% of the score.

4. Your final grade will be calculated as follows:
   a. Effort (attendance and participation) 10%
   b. Homework/assignments 10%
   c. Quizzes 15%
   d. Two Unit Tests 30%
   e. Final Exam 25%
   f. Two Oral Projects 10%

5. Final grade scoring: A: 92-100  B+: 85-91  B: 80-84  C+: 75-79  C: 70-74  D: 60-69  F: 59 or below
CHINESE 102: SYLLABUS, SPRING 2020

Week 1

• W1/22 Course Introduction & Begin KF Lesson 11
  o Vocabulary Grammar and Text
  o KF11 Hánzì: 双, 鞋, 附, 近, 商, 件, 衣, 服, 箱, 离, 远, 走, 长, 出, 卖, 地, 楼, 贵, 便, 宜, 穿 (EM p. 75-76)
• Th1/23 KF Lesson 11 (cont.)
  o Quizlet quiz: KF11 Vocab
  o Grammar (cont.) and Text (cont.)

Week 2 [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 11]

• M1/27 KF Lesson 11 (cont.)
  o Dictation quiz: KF11 Text
  o Communicative (practical application)
  o KF12 Hánzì: 钱, 丢, 行, 告, 货, 员, 已, 经, 种, 嗯, 块, 毛, 元, 民, 币, 清, 楚, 只, 哦, 数, 纸, 往, 陪 (EM pp. 81-82)
• W1/29 Begin KF Lesson 12
  o Quizlet quiz: KF12 Vocab
  o Vocabulary Grammar and Text
• Th1/30 KF Lesson 12 (cont.)
  o Quizlet quiz: KF12 Vocab
  o Grammar (cont.) and Text (cont.)

Week 3 [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 12]

• M2/3 KF Lesson 12 (cont.)
  o Dictation quiz: KF12 Text
  o Communicative (practical application)
  o KF12 Reading Practice (pp. 311-312)
  o KF13 Hánzì: 祝, 让, 房, 随, 坐, 喝, 自, 己, 送, 物, 笑, 秘, 密, 卡, 差, 支, 笔, 漂, 亮, 蛋, 糕, 切, 饿, 唱, 歌 (EM p. 89 – 90)
• W2/5 Begin KF Lesson 13
  o Quizlet quiz: KF13 Vocab
  o Vocabulary Grammar and Text
• Th2/6 KF Lesson 13
  o Quizlet quiz: KF13 Vocab
  o Grammar (cont.) and Text (cont.)

Week 4 [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 13]

• M2/10 KF Lesson 13 (cont.)
  o Dictation quiz: KF13 Text
  o Communicative (practical application)
  o KF14 Hánzì: 菜, 餐, 务, 单, 担, 心, 开, 玩, 应, 该, 辣, 姐, 念, 便, 青, 共, 汤, 饮, 料, 啤, 酒, 瓶, 次, 记, 尝, 哎, 糖, 醋, 鱼, 豆, 腐, 鸡 (EM pp. 95-96)
• W2/12 Begin KF Lesson 14
  o Quizlet quiz: KF14 Vocab
- Vocabulary Grammar and Text
- **Th2/13 KF Lesson 14 (cont.)**
  - Quizlet quiz: KF14 Vocab
  - Grammar (cont.) and Text (cont.)

**Week 5** [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 14]

- **M2/17 KF Lesson 14 (cont.)**
  - Dictation quiz: KF14 Text
  - Communicative (practical application)
  - KF15 Hán zi: 进,信,才,始,桌,照,片,爸,医,着,妈,奶,轻,高,兴,爷,世,工,站,哥,毕,贸,公,司,妹,正,弟 (EM p. 103-104)
- **W2/19 Begin KF Lesson 15**
  - Quizlet quiz: KF15 Vocab
  - Vocabulary Grammar (cont.) and Text (cont.)
- **Th2/20 KF Lesson 15 (cont.)**
  - Quizlet quiz: KF15 Vocab
  - Grammar (cont.) and Text (cont.)

**Week 6** [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 15]

- **M2/24 KF Lesson 15 (cont.)**
  - Dictation quiz: KF15 Text
  - Communicative (practical application)
  - Reading Practice (p. 370)
- **W2/26 Unit Three Test: Lesson 11-15**
- **Th2/27 Oral Project Preparation and Draft**
  - Prepare for your speech
  - KF Unit Three Reading (阅读 p. 378)

**Week 7** [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 16]

- **M3/2 Oral Project #1**
  - Present your speech
  - KF16 Hán zi: 园,划,船,骑,车,汽,住,路,累,急,非,总,换,铁,拐,直,早,合,适,湖 (EM pp. 111-112)
- **W3/4 Begin KF Lesson 16**
  - Quizlet quiz: KF16 Vocab
  - Vocabulary Grammar and Text
- **Th3/5 KF Lesson 16 (cont.)**
  - Quizlet quiz: KF16 Vocab
  - Grammar (cont.) and Text (cont.)

**Week 8** [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 17]

- **M3/9 KF Lesson 16 (cont.)**
  - Dictation quiz: KF16 Text
  - Communicative (practical application)
  - KF17 Hán zi: 发,床,借,杂,志,忙,办,事,机,头,提,睡,迷,带,些,渴,苹,饼,干,洗,净 (EM pp. 117-118)
- **W3/11 Begin KF Lesson 17**
  - Quizlet quiz: KF17 Vocab
Week 9 [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 18]

- M3/23 KF Lesson 17 (cont.)
  - Dictation quiz: KF17 Text
  - Communicative (practical application)
  - KF18 Hánzì: 客,厅,聊,厨,帮,平,声,调,忘,水,沙,拉,端,气,倒,杯,递,筷,味,把,饺,放,相,够,咸,酱,油,盐,爱 (EM p. 125-126)

- W3/25 Begin KF Lesson 18
  - Quizlet quiz: KF18 Vocab
  - Vocabulary Grammar and Text

- Th3/26 KF Lesson 18 (cont.)
  - Quizlet quiz: KF18 Vocab
  - Grammar (cont.) and Text (cont.)

Week 10 [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 19]

- M3/30 KF Lesson 18 (cont.)
  - Dictation quiz: KF18 Text
  - Communicative (practical application)
  - Reading Practice (pp. 432-433)
  - KF19 Hánzì: 视,阴,雨,报,刚,度,雪,暖,冬,冷,刮,风,夏,热,凉,温,秋,部,燥,更,潮,湿,伞,空,坏,修,理,舒 (EM pp. 133-134)

- W4/1 Begin KF Lesson 19
  - Quizlet quiz: KF19 Vocab
  - Vocabulary Grammar and Text

- Th4/2 KF Lesson 19 (cont.)
  - Quizlet quiz: KF19 Vocab
  - Grammar (cont.) and Text (cont.)

Week 11 [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 20]

- M4/6 KF Lesson 19 (cont.)
  - Dictation quiz: KF19 Text
  - Communicative (practical application)
  - KF20 Hánzì: 结,束,考,怕,试,虎 (EM p. 141)

- W4/8 Begin KF Lesson 20
  - Quizlet quiz: KF20 Vocab
  - Vocabulary Grammar and Text

- Th4/9 KF Lesson 20 (cont.)
  - Quizlet quiz: KF20 Vocab
Week 12 [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 20]

- M4/13 **KF Lesson 20 (cont.)**
  - Dictation quiz: KF20 Text
  - Communicative (practical application)
  - Reading Practice (p. 470)
  - KF21 Hánzi: 坐, 布, 置, 椅, 摆, 搬, 录, 黑, 板, 擦, 目, 表, 演, 挂, 改, 弹, 吉, 跳, 舞, 讲, 孩, 病, 聪, 故, 或, 者 (EM pp. 147-148)
- W4/15 **Unit Four Test (Lesson 16-20)**
- Th4/16 **Begin KF Lesson 21**
  - Quizlet quiz: KF21 Vocab
  - Grammar Vocabulary and Text
  - Discuss Oral Project #2 Theme

Week 13 [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 21]

- M4/20 **KF Lesson 21 (cont.)**
  - Quizlet quiz: KF21 Vocab
  - Grammar (cont.) and Text (cont.)
- W4/22 **KF Lesson 21 (cont.)**
  - Dictation quiz: KF21 Text
  - Discuss Oral Project #2 Theme
  - KF22 Hánzi: 旅, 喜, 算, 火, 飞, 准, 李, 收, 茶, 丝, 衬, 衫, 主, 签, 证, 手, 经, 麻, 烦, 址, 留, 慈, 海, 京 (EM pp. 153-154)
- Th4/23 **Begin KF Lesson 22**
  - Quizlet quiz: KF22 Vocab
  - Vocabulary Grammar and Text
  - Discuss Oral Project #2 Theme

Week 14 [Audio Assignment: KF Lesson 22]

- M4/27 **KF Lesson 22 (cont.)**
  - Quizlet quiz: KF22 Vocab
  - Grammar (cont.) and Text (cont.)
  - Discuss Oral Project #2 Theme
- W4/29 **KF Lesson 22 (cont.)**
  - Dictation quiz: KF22 Text
  - Oral Project #2 Preparation
- Th4/30 **Oral Project #2 Preparation**

Week 15

- M5/4 **Oral Project #2 Showtime**

FINAL EXAM: KF Lessons 11-22

- Chinese 102-01: Monday, May 11, 8:30 AM-11:00 AM, Murray 115
- Chinese 102-02: Tuesday, May 12, 12:00 PM-3:00 PM, Scott 120
What to do after 102 in the Summer Session
Rutgers in China (BLCU) Tentative Summer 2020 Schedule

• RU SUMMER IN CHINA program begins in early July and runs for six weeks in Beijing! Join us!
• Reinforce and put to good use all of the Chinese that you worked so hard to learn in 2019-2020.
• Scholarships are available through the Rutgers China Office.
  o For MORE INFO and details about the program. Please see:
  o http://www.sas.rutgers.edu/cms/asian/undergraduate/summer-chinese-program
  o https://global.rutgers.edu/rutgers-china-office-study-abroad-scholarships